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In this paper the concept of strong uniqueness is extended to non-normal 
rationai minimization problems. A characterization of those problems which have 
strongly unique solutions is given. To obtain this characterization a refinement of 
the Kolmogorov criterion is proved. 0 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let S be a compact Hausdorff space, S # @, and define the compact 
Hausdorff space T := { - 1, l> x S. Let B, C: A’-+ RN be cont~~~o~s 
functions such that the set 
u:= (-) (UElq (C(s),u)>O) 
ses 
is non-empty. Let y: T --+ 62 be continuous non-negative and for 
(II, z) E U x 52 define p(v, z) := z. 
* Partially supported by Conselho National de Desenvolvimento Cientitico e Tecnolbgico 
(CNPq), Brasil. 
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For each XE C(S) consider the minimization problem MPR(x). 
Minimize p( 0, z) 
subject o 
A particular case is given by the following. 
Let g,, g, ,..., g,, h,, h, ,..., h, E C(S) be such that 
is non-empty and define N := I + m, 
B(s) := (glb), g*(s),..., gh), 0, o,..., 01, 
C(s) := (0, 0 )...) 0, h,(s), h,(s) )..,) h,(s)). 
As was shown in [3], this particular case contains certain classes of 
rational Chebyshev approximation problems, f.e. weighted, one-sided and 
unsymmetric problems. 
Define the set 
v.= (B,v) 
i 
---EC(S) 
’ <C,v) I I 
VGlJ . 
A pair ((B, v,,)/( C, v,), zO) E V x Iw is also called a solution of MPR(x), 
whenever (q,, za) is a solution of MPR(x). For each yO E V we define the 
linear subspace 
Ho:= veRN 
1 I 
s)‘s <ye(s) C(s) - B(s)> v> = 0 
I 
> 
and for each v E (WN let cp” be the angle between v and H,. 
For each x E C(S) we introduce the sets 
and 
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We denote by L the set 
(XE C(S) ( MPR(x) has a solution). 
A solution (ro, z,,) of the minimization problem 
strongly unique if and only if there exists a constant K 
that 
In this paper we characterize those functions x in L such that MP 
has a strongly unique solution (rO, zO). Bt turns out that the Haar-condition 
in a certain finite subset of S is always sufficient for strong uniqueness and 
also necessary provided y(q, s) > 0 for (q, s) E T. We remark that these 
results are valid without assuming normality of the function X. 
In the normal case (compare Section 5) we prove that condition (*) is 
equivalent to the usual definition of strong unicity, i.e., 
where K, := K,(x) > 0. It is known that in the non-normal case even with 
Haar-condition in S the inequality (**) is not valid. Thus definition (*) of 
strong uniqueness extends the usual one in a natural way. 
For rational Chebyshev approximation Cheney and Loeb [5] proved a 
strong uniqueness result ,of the type 
/Ix--II, - lb--POl!m HcdPt ( ***I 
assuming that x is normal and the Haar-condition is satisfied in S. This 
result was later extended by Brosowski [l] to the non-normal case. 
view of Theorem 5.2 and Example 6.2 it is not possible to derive the strong 
uniqueness result (**) from (*** ). A direct proof of ( * *) was given by 
Cheney [4] assuming the Haar-condition in S. Later Loeb [S] estimated 
in the non-normal case the difference 
lb--l/,- lb--dim 
essentially by K4. qc, also assuming the Haar-condition in S. 
In the proof of the sufficiency part of the strong uniqueness Theorem 4.1 
we use a refinement of the Kolmogorov criterion, which in proved in Sec- 
tion 3. This refinement extends a result of Brosowski [2] in the linear case; 
who also used it to characterize functions with strongly unique best 
approximations. 
Since the Haar-condition in S implies, of course, the 
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any finite subset of S, the various results mentioned above follow from our 
results. Also results of Loeb and Moursund [9] and of Taylor [lo] for the 
case of one-sided rational Chebyshev approximation are included. In 
Theorems 4.2 and 5.2 we have strong uniqueness results in the parameter 
space which contain results of Cheney and Loeb [6] and Hettich and 
Zencke [7]. 
If condition (*) is satisfied for MPR(x) then we can derive in the case 
Tc := {(r, ~1 E T I 14~1, s) > 0) 
compact a continuity result for the angle cp”, i.e., there exists a constant 
K, := KS(x) > 0 such that 
for all y in L, where v defines a solution of MPR( v). If x is a normal point, 
then we can derive from (**) a continuity result for the metric projection. 
We remark that in the case of usual Chebyshev approximation and in the 
case of one-sided approximation the set T, is always compact. 
We introduce some definitions and notations. For each y0 E V define the 
linear space 
T(r,) := { (r,C- B, v) E C(S) 1 v E RN). 
Choose a basis (pi, (p2,..., (Pi of 9(r,) and define for each t = (y, S) in T the 
vectors 
G(t) := G(r, $1 := V(CPI(S), (oh),..., (PA)). 
A subset Mc T is said to be critical (with respect to r. in I’) iff 
OEcon({G(t)EIWdl teM)). 
For each (r,,, z,,) E Vx R, z. > 0, define 
MO := ((~1, s) E T I ul(r&) - x(s)) = Y(V, sh>. 
A signature on S is a continuous mapping defined on a closed subset of S 
into { - 1, 1). In the following we assume that x $ V and that 
v Y(--l,s)+y(Ls)>O. 
SES 
We define a signature .zO by setting Ed = y for each (q, S) E M,. A 
signature E is said to be critical iff 
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is a critical subset of T. A critical signature is called primitive, if it does not 
contain properly any other critical signature. We denote by A, the set of ah 
primitive critical signatures contained in .q,. 
For each signature E define the linear space 
V(E) := UE RN 
i I 
sEDbM,,, (rois)c!s)-sjs).v>=Fi, 
) 
and for each ZI E RN let (P,(E) denote the angle between v and V’(E). Further 
define 
&,:={(E(S),S)Ehf/ &Eli,) 
and 
so := (sES / (EO(S),S)Eroj. 
Using Theorem 1.3 and Lemma 4.2 of [3] we have 
THE~RE~I 1.1. If (rO, zO) is a solution of MPR(x), then .5* is a critical 
signature. 
This theorem implies that the sets A,, TO, and S, are non-em 
provided (rO, zO) is a solution of MPR(x). In this case we denote the 
restriction of E,, to s, by E”,,. 
2. A LEMMA 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A be a non-empty bounded subset of RN such that 
Q inf (v, w) CO, 
otH\jO} WGA 
where H := span(A). 
Then there exists a constant K > 0 such that 
Q inf (v, w> 6 -K Ii4 Ic/,, 
ue@’ weA 
where $y denotes the angIe between v and HI. 
Proox By hypothesis, we have 
Q Y(v):=&fA(v, w)<O. 
VEH 
II4 = 1 
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Hence there exists a > 0 such that 
Y(v)< --M 
for each v E H with llvll = 1. If not there exists a sequence (v,) contained in 
H such that l]vJ = 1, !P(v,) + 0, and v, + v,,. Since Y(v,) < 0 there exists 
w,, E A such that ( vO, wO) < 0. Consequently, 
for n large enough. For n --f co we obtain 
(vo, wo> CO6 <vcl, WO)> 
which is a contradiction. By homogeneity, we have 
v inf (v, w)< -a IIvIl. 
veH WEA 
Now consider v E R’” and let P(v) be its orthogonal projection onto HI. 
Then v - P(v) E H. Thus 
inf(v, w)=inf(v-Pv, w) 
< --cI llv- Pull 
= --CI llvll sin $” 
d -K II4 II/,> 
with a suitable real number K> 0. a 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let A be a non-empty bounded subset of RN such that 
O~con(A) and 04 con(d) each A” C+ A. 
Then there exists a constant K> 0 such that 
V inf (0, w> d --K Ilull Ic/,, 
VCR” wsA 
where $u denotes the angle between v and H-L := (span A)‘. 
Prooj The assumptions of the corollary imply that A is a finite set, say 
A = (WI, w2 ,..., w”}. 
Since O&con(J) for each A” 5 A, there exist pi, p2,..., pk>O such that 
Pl +p2+ ... +pk= 1 
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and 
Choose v E N\(O). Then the last equation implies 
p1(v, w’)+p,(v, w2)+ ... fp,(v, wk)=O. 
Since v E H and pi > 0, at least one product (v, w’) is different from zero. 
Consequently 
v inf (v, w) CO. 
DEH\{O} weA 
Now apply Lemma 2.1. 1 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let A be a non-empty bounded subset of RN and 
(A,)a.sn be a family of subsets of A such that A = (j A, and for each /z E A 
0 E con(A,J & 0 4 con(A”,) if A”, $i A,. 
Then there exists a constant K > 0 such that 
(a) v’,, RNinfw.A (v, w> G -K II4 $v, 
@I L RN inf,,, (4 w> G -K II~II suPnEn $I, 
where I): denotes the angle between v and Hi := (span A;)‘. 
ProoJ By Corollary 2.2, there exists for each i E A a constant 
such that 
Consider v E H := span(A), v # 0. Since v r$ N’ and NI = flltn sl: there 
exists i E A such that v E Ht. Hence $i > 0. Consequently, we have 
Applying Lemma 2.1, we obtain (a). 
Since HI c H,I, we have $I;< $, for each 1~ A, an (b) follows 
immediately. u 
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3. REFINED KOLMOGOROV CRITERIA 
In the following we use the abbreviation 
w :=r,C- B, 
where r0 is a fixed element of I’. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let E be a primitive critical signature for r0 E V. Then 
0 E con{&(s) w(s) E RN 1 s E DOM(s)} 
and 
0 4 con{s(S) w(s) E RN 1 s E F} 
for each F 5 DOM(s). 
ProoJ Let DOM(.s)=: { sl, So,..., sk}. Then there exist real numbers 
c(r) q,..., rxk > 0 such that 
j= 1, 2,..., d. Since each coordinate of w is an element of Z(rO), we have 
also 
k 
which implies 
0 E con{s(s) w(s) E RN 1 s E DOM(&)}. 
Suppose there exists a subset F_cDOM(s) (we can assume F= 
{ Sl> sz>-> sn 3 } iz <k) and real numbers pi, p2,..., pn > 0 such that 
Since 
we have 
z(rd = { (w, 0 > E C(S) I u E RN}, 
f pi&(si) h(sJ = 0 
i=l 
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for each h E U(r,). In particular, we have 
j= 1, Z!,..., d or 
i.e., the restriction of E to the set F is critical. 
THEOREM 3.2 (Local Kolmogorov criterion). Let (Ye, zC) be a ~ff~~~~~~ 
of MPR(x). Then there exists a constant K> 0 such that 
Prooj? The non-empty set 
A := {&o(S) w(s) E RN 1 s E S,] 
is bounded, since it is contained in the compact set 
(&o(S) w(s) E RN ) s E DO 
By definition of S, we have 
A= IJ A,, 
&E/ID 
where 
A, := {E,,(S) w(s) E RN I s E DO 
By Lemma 3.1 and by Corollary 2.3 there exists a constant K > 0 
that 
6413/46/4-3 
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THEOREM 3.3 (Global Kolmogorov criterion). Let (r,,, zO) be a solution 
of MPR(x). Then there exists a constant K, > 0 such that 
(a) J” 2i&o) ds)(ro(s) - r(s)) < -K, (PAE”~); 
(b) J” sEz&&d ds)(ro(s) -r(s) < -K, sup (P,(E), &E& 
where v E U is such that r = (B, v >/(C, v). 
Proof: Let do DOM(s,) be such that 
.q(S”)( w(S), v) = min ds)(ro(s) C(s) - B(s), v>. 
s E DOM(eo) 
Then, by using Theorem 3.2 we have 
min ~ob)(ro(s) - r(s)  
s t DOM(q,) 
= min ~o(sKro(s) C(s) - B(s)> v> 
<C(s), v> 
< -K Ml (P”(EO) =. \ 
IICII, ll~ll . 
-K cp @ ) 1 ” 09 
which proves (a). 
Since V(Eo) c V(E) for each E E A,, we have (p,(Eo) 2 (P,(E), which implies 
(b). I 
Remark. Instead of estimating (C(s), v) by [ICll o. * (jvI/ we could have 
used the sharper estimate (C(s), v) < II C/I m . IlUll, where VE W’ is defined 
by 
iii := vi if Ci#O 
.- .- 0 if Ci = 0, 
i = 1, 2,..., N. This would imply also the sharper estimate 
in the sufficiency part of Theorem 4.1. 
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In the case of linear problems the relined Kolmogorov criterion can 
stated in a more simplified way. Consider the particuar situation 
B(s) := (g1b), g2(sL g,(s), O), 
C(s) := (0, 0 )..., 0, l), 
where g,, g2,..., g, are linearly independent functions of C(S). Then for 
each x E C(S) we have the linear problem MPL(x). 
Minimize p(u, v) := z 
Subject to 
For any signature E we introduce the linear subspaces 
and 
SE DOM(e) i= 1 
VR(&) := 
i I 
u E w+ 1 v 
SE DOM(&) 
Eet I: R’-+ R’+’ be the injection defined by 
‘d Z(b) := (b, 0). 
b E R’ 
Then we have 
VIZ(&) = Z( I/L(&)) 0 [We,+ 1. (*I 
Let P,: L@+ ’ -+ VR(s) and P,: R’ -+ I/=(E) be the projections associated 
with the spaces VR(s) and VL(s), respectively. Then we have 
P,aZ=ZoP,. 
To prove this relation choose an element b E 52’. Then we have 
kj (b-P,b,u)=O, 
u E VA&) 
which is equivalent to 
‘f (Z(b)-ZoP,(b),v)=Q. 
uEeVL(&)) 
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By (*) we also have 
v (Z(b)-ZoP,(b), u) =o. 
0 E V‘?(E) 
Hence IoP,(b) is the projection of I(b) onto VR(s), i.e., P,oZ=Zo P,. 
THEOREM 3.4. (Refined linear Kolmogorov criterion). Let (g,, z,,) be a 
solution of MPL(x). Then there exists a real number K2 > 0 such that 
(4 V min gE v s=DOM(&o) 
G,(S) g(s) G -Kz II gll m. ~,(&I) 
(b) V min 4s) g(s) G -KT II gll m. ge v JEDOM(EO) f;fo ~&A&)> 
where O,(E) denotes the angle between VL(&) and b, g = cf= 1 bi gi. 
ProoJ: We can assume g, = 0. Let g = cf= I big, be given. By using 
Theorem 3.2 with z1= Z(b) + e,, 1 we have for a suitable K3 > 0 
6 -K3 IMb) + e,+ 1 II sin (P&J 
= -K3 IlZ(b) + el+ 1 - PRMb) + e,+ I)ll 
= -K3 IV(b)-f’,oZ(b)ll 
= -K3 lMb)-Zof’,@)ll 
= -K3 IV-P,(b)ll = -K3 llbll sin ~,&) d -K2 II gllm 0,(h), 
which proves (a). 
Statement (b) follows from (a) by using the fact e,(S,) b 0,(s) for each 
&E/I@ i 
4. A NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITION 
FOR STRONG UNIQUENESS 
For each r,, = (B, q,)/( C, vO) in V the linear subspace 
Ho := y E RN 
{ I 
v (rO(s) C(s) -B(s), y) = 0 
ses 1 
has dimension N- d. In fact, define the linear mapping F: [W”’ -+ C(S) by 
setting 
v F(v) := (r,C- B, v). 
“EIWN 
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Then we have KER(P) =H, and M(P) = Z(ro), which proves 
N=dimH,+d. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let (rO, zO) be a solution ofMPR(x). Consider t~e~o~~ow- 
ing conditions: 
(a) There exist points si E S,, i= 1, 2,..., d, such that the vectors 
r&J C(s,) - B(sJ E U-P, 
i = I, 2 ,..., d, are linearly independent. 
(b) There exists a constant K := K(x) > 0 such that 
v z>z,+Kq,. 
(w) 6 z,Y 
Then (a) + (b). Moreover, ijy(y, s) >Ofor alZ (q, s) E T then we adso have 
(W * ia). 
ProoJ: (a) + (b). We show that H, = V(&). The inclusion H, c V(&) is 
clear. On the other hand there exist signatures Ed, E~,...~ Ed in A, such that 
The linear subspace 
H” := (v E I??“’ 1 (r,,(si) C(s,) - B(sj), v) = 0, i = 1, 2,..., d) 
has dimension N - d and contains I’(&,). Thus we have 
H, c V(&)) c M#. 
Since dim H, = N - d, we have 
H, = V( &) = M#. 
Consequently we have cpU = cpv(&,) for each v E lRN. 
Let (v, z) be in Z, and let r= (B, v)/(C, v). By theorem 3.3(a) there 
exist K, > 0 and a pair (E,,(S), s) EM, such that 
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llvll co(z - ZCJ 2 Y(%(S)> s)(z - 4 
2 dsKr(s) -x(s)) - ds)(ro - x(s)) 
= -ds)(r&) - r(s)) 
2 Kl cpu&o), 
which implies 
z-zo>Kq, 
where K:=Kl/llyllm. 
(b) =F= (a). Consider 
S1 := span{r,(s) C(s) - B(s) E RN I s E S,}, 
let d1 := dim S, and assume by contradiction d, cd. Since dim S: = 
N-d,, dim H,I =d, and d-d, >O, we have 
dim(S: n H,I) 2 1. 
Now we claim that we can choose v E S: n H,I, v # 0, such that 
Q h(s)(W) - r&l C(s), v> 6 0. 
(EO(S)J) E Mo\ro 
If not, there exists for each v E St n H,I, v # 0, a point (E,,(S), s) E M,\T, 
such that 
where we have used the abbreviation 
y(s) := B(s) - Y&) C(s). 
Consequently, the convex hull of the linear functionals 
x:: V++%(SKY(S), v>, 
(E&), s) E M,\T,, defined on H,I n S: has a non-empty interior. If not, 
there exists x* E (H,I n S:)* orthogonal to XB for all (E&S), s) E M,\T,,. So, 
for some v E Hi n S,l we would have 
Q 0 = (XT, x*> =x:(v) 
(EO(SLS) E Mo\To 
= dS)< Y(S), v >, 
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which is impossible. Further we claim 
0 ,con(x: E (H,I n Sf)* 1 (Q(S), s) E M,\~oj. 
Ef not, there exists an element u E (S: n H,I)\(O) such that for all 
elements 
aEcon{x,*~(S:nHt)* / (E~(s),s)EM~\T~~ 
we have (a, v ) d 0, which implies 
for all (s&s), S) E M,\T,. 
Consequently, there exist real numbers 
and points 
such that z1 + z2 + . . . + zk = 1 and 
By assumption, there exist d, points pI, p2,..., pd, in S, WC 
of vectors 
is linearly independent. Choose a finite number signatures 
such that 
Denote the points in IJ DOM(a,) by pl, p2,..., pm. T en there exist real 
numbers p1 , p2,..., pm > 0 such that 
c P~G(~PJ, pi) = 0, 
i= 1 
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z := f Pi%(Pi) .Y(Pi) = O* 
i=l 
Choose a basis ur, v2 ,..., vd, of S,. Then the matrix 
(%(PiKY(Pi), Vj>)i=1,2 ,..., d, 
i = 1,2,...,m 
has rank d,, and consequently the linear system 
f AisO(Pi)< .?4Pi), vj> = -( f ziEO(si).Y(si), vj) 2 
i=l i=l 
j= 1, 2,..., d,, has a solution 
(A,, A, )...) II,)= R”. 
With the aid of this solution define the element 
p := itl AiEO(Pi) Y(Pi) + i TiEO(Si) Ytsi). 
i=l 
Each element v E RN can be represented as v = w0 + w1 + I+, where w0 E H,, 
w,EH;,S,, and w,~HtnSf. Using this representation, an easy 
calculation shows 
We can find z E R such that all coefficients 
i = 1, 2,..., m, are positive and at least one is zero. Without loss of generality 
we can assume pi > 0 for i= 1,2 ,..., m, <m and pi = 0 for i= m, + 1, 
m, + 2,..., m. Thus we have 
J+‘Z= 2 PiEo(Pi) Y(Pj) + i TiEg(Si) .Y(Si). 
i= 1 i=l 
Of course, we also have 
kj (j+zz,v)=O. 
velQ” 
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Now assume a,, restricted to the set 
{PI, P2 Y...f Pm, ) 
is critical. Then there exist real numbers 
such that ,51+fi2+ ... +b,,=l and 
z” := 2 fijso(pi)y(p,) =o. 
i=i 
We can find ? > 0 such that all coefficients 
pi := (pi-fyJy 
i = 1, 2 ,..., m , , are non-negative and at least one is zero. Without loss of 
generality we can assume pi> 0 for i= 1,2,..., m2 < m, and pi= 0 for 
i = mz + 1, m2 f 2 ,..., m,. Thus we have 
j+zz-E= T p,e&J,)y(pj)+ 
k 
pi% Y(Sil 
i=l i=i 
which satisfies the relation 
Q (j+zz-~2, v)=o. 
!JEW 
By repeating this process, if necessary, we can assume that the restriction 
of s0 to the set ( p,, p2 ,..., pm*), 0 <m, < m is not critical. 
The points pl, p2,-., pm*, sl, sz,..., sk satisfy the relation 
i=l 
with pi > 0 and zi > 0. Then we also have 
i.e., the restriction of s0 to the set 
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is critical. Then there exists EEA,, such that 
DOWE) n {sl, s2,..., sk} f @, 
which contradicts the definition of r,. 
Thus, our first claim is proved, i.e., there exists u E H,I n Sf, v # 0, such 
that 
Q E&)(B(S) - r&) c(S), 0) 6 0. 
(&)J)E Mo\ro 
Since v E St, we also have 
Q %(S)(m) - ro(s) C(s), 0) f 0. 
(&O(S),S) t MO
Define a sequence of positive real numbers (7,) such that z, < 1, z, + 0 
for n + co, and 
u, := (1 -~JvO+z,U 
belongs to U. Since v0 E H, and v E H,I, we have 
sin cp = II% - f%zll 
n IIVAI 
=z, 
IlVnll 
7, Ilull 
=1/(1-ab+L~ll 
3 Ko~,, 
with a suitable constant I$ > 0, (Pi := cp”,, and where P denotes the projec- 
tion associated with Ho. 
For each n E N we define a real number z, and a point (v,, s,) E T such 
that 
= sup v(rn(s) -x(s)) 
Y(% s) 
where r,, := (B, v,>/(C, v,). (We remark that the existence of such points 
(qn, s,) E T follows from the assumption y > 0.) 
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There is an infinite subset N, c N such that either 
consists of a single point, say (y, S), or, by compactness of T, 
has an accumulation point (q, S) in T. By hypothesis, we have with a 
suitable constant K, > 0 and for all n E N, the inequality 
which implies 
- - By continuity and since (q, S) E M0 we have 
Following the remark after Theorem 3.3 we introduce the set 
Z,f := {(v, z) EZ, / lliq = l}. 
From Theorem 4.1 we can derive the following generalization of a result of 
Gheney and Loeb [S]: 
THEOREM 4.2. Let (rO, zo) be a solution of MPR(x). Then condition (b) 
of Theorem 4.1 is equivalent to the condition 
(c) There exists a constant K1 := K,(x) > 0 such that 
v z > z0 + K, . dist(v, Ho); 
(U,Z)GZ,# 
consequently condition (a) of Theorem 4.1 implies (c), and &f y(v, s) > 
all (q, s) E T then we also have (c) =s- (a). 
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Proof: (b)*(c). Using the remark after Theorem 3.3 we have the 
estimate 
v z3zo+Kll4 cp” 
(u.z) t ,” 
3 z. + K, llzlll sin q. 
=z,+K, Ilv-Pull 
= z. + K, dist(v, Ho). 
(c) * (b). Choose (u, z) E 2,. Then we have 
=z,+ K, . Ilo - Pull 
llfill 
>z,+K,-“‘~;” 
u 
5. STRONG UNICITY IN THE NORMAL CASE 
An element r. E V is said to be normal iff dim .5Y(r,) = N- 1. A function 
x in L is also said to be normal iff there exists a solution (ro, zo) of 
MPR(x) such that r. is normal. For each r E V we can find v E U such that 
<B, v> 
r=(c,v) and <C(so), u> = 1 
for some so. We denote by ,272 the set 
((4 Z)EZ, I (C(so), u>= q. 
If r,, is normal, then dim HO = 1. This implies that there exists a unique 
a0 E HO such that 
(4 vo> 
‘“=m and < Cbo), fJ0 > = 1. 
We introduce the linear subspace 
R N-1 := {WEW I (C(s,), w)=O} 
STRONG UNIQUENESS 
and we denote by P: [WN --+ H, the orthogonal projection associated wit 
HO. 
h&MA 5.1. Let x be a normal point and let (u,, zOj E .Z: be a solution as 
MPR(x). Suppose there exists a constant K> 0 such that 
v z-z,>Ksincp,. 
(f&z) E 2, 
Then there exists a constant K, > 0 such that 
y 0, 
z-z >Kl II--o/l 
(tv) E z, l/v/I 
Prooj Let (v,z)~Z:. Then v-v0 is in RN_,. Since HonRNp, = {O], 
the restriction of P to RN- 1 has norm 0 < p < 1. Then we have 
z-z,>Ksin cp, 
=Kll~-P~Il 
II4 
=Kll~-~o-P(~-vo~il 
Ilull 
>KfWL) llv--oil , 
l/VII 
_. K, llv - uoll -. 
llvll 
THEOREM 5.2. Let x be a normal point and let (ro, zo) be a solutioon of 
MPR(x). Then the following statements are equival’ent: 
(a) There exists a constant Ku > 0 such that 
v z>z,+K~,g,. 
(II,‘?) E z, 
(b) There exists a constant Kb > 0 such that 
V z2zo+Kb l/r--oil,. 
(r,z) Evx 
(c) For each p > 0 there exists a constant K, > 0 such that 
V z>z,+K, l/v-voll. 
(D.2) E z: 
llyll G P 
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Proof (a) 3 (c). By Lemma 5.1 there exists a constant K> 0 such that 
v 
z>z +w4 
0 0 
C&Z) E z 1141 ’ 
which implies (c). 
(c) * (b). Assume by contradiction: 
v 3 
n E N (%&I) F z, 
~.--7~<i lIrn-roll,, 
where r, = (B, v,>/(C, v,). We can assume that (v,, z,) EZ,* and 
%/Il~nII + 5 
We claim that llr,, - roll o. is bounded. In fact, since 
V Ilvllmz~f7(r(~)-x(~)) 
(VJ)E 7. 
it follows that 
We have 
(*I 
which implies 
1 
o<l~~-r,~lz,“~~~-roll,in’ 
consequently 
1 
O< Ily/lZ,;~~zo)~n’ 
which implies that (zn) is bounded and, by (*), that llrn- roll o. is also 
bounded. It follows that z, --f zo. 
We claim that also the sequence (llvnll ) is bounded. If not, then we have 
(C(q)), V)=O. 
Choose a z > 0 such that v. + ZVE U and introduce the abbreviation w, := 
v,/~~v,~~. Then we have for each HEN and (y, S)E T: 
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< (C(J)> zouo+z,~~n) y(y s). 
(C(s), vo+~w,) ’ 
For n -+ co we obtain 
Consequently (Q + 76, zO) is also a solution of MPR(x), which belongs to 
Zz. From (c) we conclude 
v,+zv=u,, 
which leads to V= 0, contradicting llVl/ = 1. Consequently, the sequence 
( /I U, I/ ) is bounded. 
By hypothesis there exists a suitable constant K> 0 such that 
which implies v, -+ vo. Thus, there exists an p > 0 and an no E N such that 
So we have 
i/~n--ollm~ 
ll(B-rot %I--0)lln: 
P 
<llB-rocllm iju -*oJI 
P n 
p-roCl’m Ijr -Yo&, 
p.K.y * 
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which implies 
l<‘. llB-r,q, 
‘n PK 
For II -+ co we obtain 1 < 0, which is impossible. 
(b) =j (a). Since for all w E R,,_ 1\(O} we have 
there exists an CI > 0 such that 
V ll(B-roC, w)ll,2a II~II. 
H’E RN-, 
Let (v, z) E 2, and r := (B, v)/( C, v). Then we have 
llr--Ollm 3 
ll<B-roC v--vg)llm 
IICII cc . II4 
>a I/v--o// 
’ IICII cc II4 
c( Ilv--011 + IIV--o/I =----. 
2 II CII m IlfJll 
. ll~-~4l a _ 
2 II CII cc IIVII 
a 
=-sincp,2Kq,, 
2 IICII co 
where K > 0 is a suitable constant. The last inequality and (b) imply 
where K, := K. Kb. 1 
THEOREM 5.3. Let x be a normal point and let (ro, zo) be a solution of 
MPR(x). Consider the following conditions: 
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(a) There exist points sip SO, i= 1,2,..., N-- 1, such that the vector,r 
rO(si) C(s,) - B(si) E RN, 
i = 1, 2,..., N- 1, are linearly independent. 
(b) There exists a constant K := K(x) > 0 such that 
ij z3z+KIlr-r,lI,. 
(r.z) Ev.x 
Then (a) s (b).. Moreover, ifv(q, s) > 0 for all (pl, s) E T then we also have 
(b) * (a)- 
ProoJ The theorem follows from Theorems 4.1 and 5.2. 
It is clear that we have a similar result for the local strong uniqueness in 
the parameter space using condition (c) of Theorem 5.2. 
In the linear case (compare Section 3) we have S(r) = V for all r E V. 
the condition (a) of Theorem 5.3 reads: 
There exist points si E So, i = 1, 2 ,..., I := dim V such that the vectors 
(g1(sA g2m-7 g/b,)) E If@ 
i = 1, 2,..., I are linearly independent. 
6. SOME REMARKS 
In Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 the signature .F,, cannot be replaced by a0 as the 
following example shows. 
EXAMPLE 6.1. Let S= [ - 1, 11, ~(4, s)= 1, and V:=span( g), where 
g(s) = s for s E S. Define a function x E C(S) by 
x(s) := 1 if Q<s<l 
:=l-s2 if -I<s<O. 
Then the function g,,(s) = 0 defines a solution of the minimization 
MPR(x). We have 
&,={(-1,s)~T~s~~0,I]}; 
To= (C-1, o,>, 
Ho= V(Eo)= ((0, V,)ER” 1 v,dq; 
and V(&) = R2. 
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If the statement (a) of Theorem 3.3 would be true for s0 instead of EO, 
then for Y(S) = s we would have 
o=sniill,s=sn$l, -1(0-s) 
< -K, (P,(q)) < 0. 
This example also shows that “cp2-strong uniqueness” does not imply 
strong uniqueness. With the abbreviation c( := vl/vz we have 
IIX - 4 
Since we have 
- IIXIICC =; if afz[O,2] 
=a-1 if a>2 
= -a if a d 0. 
a2 slncp,= J-- 1 +a2, 
we can find a constant K > 0 such that 
hence g,=O is a “q2-strongly unique” solution of MPR(x). 
But there does not exist a constant K. > 0 such that 
- llxll co 3 &vD,. 
Otherwise we would have 
K bl /x--M/,-llxll,=%ZKsiny=-----, 
&-s 
for all CI E [0, 21. This implies 
for all a E [0, 21, which is impossible. Hence g, is not a strongly unique 
solution of MPR(x). Of course, we could also have derived this result from 
Theorem 4.1. fl 
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The next example shows that the condition ~(4, s) > 0 is necessary for 
proving the implication (b) 3 (a) of Theorem 4.1. 
EXAMPLE 6.2. Let S=[O, 11, y(q,s)=(l--))/2, and V:=s 
where g(s) = s for each s E S. Define a function x E C(S) by x(s) = s2 for 
each s E S. 
Then (0, 1) is a solution of MPR(x). We have 
MO= {(l,Q), t-1, I,> 
and 
So condition (a) of Theorem 4.1 is not satisfied. 
Since each feasible point (v, z) satisfies the inequality a := u,/vz d 0, we 
have 
Z--O= lb-d,- ll4i, 
=l-CL-1 
= --c(= Ial Ilgll, 
i.e., (0, 1) is a strongly unique solution of MPR(x). 
In the linear case we can replace the condition y(~, s) > 0 in the 
implication (b) + (a) of Theorem 4.1 by another one. Define the sets 
s+ :={sESI y(l,s)=O}, 
s- :={&ly(-l,s)=O), 
Tf := (1) x3+, and T- := {-l} x S-. Then we have: 
THEOREM 6.3. Assume that there exists a function 2~ V such that 
g(s)>0 on S+ and g’(s)<0 on Sp. Let (go, zo) be a solution of MPL(xj. 
If there exists a constant K> 0 such that 
v z--o3~llg-go/l,, 
(SJ) E V.Y 
then the condition (a) of Theorem 4.1 is fulfilled. 
ProoJ: There exists an open set W containing T+ v T- such that 
qg(s) >O for each (q, s) E W. Let p > 0 be such that y(q, s) > p > 0 for all 
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Fh;i in the compact set T\ W and choose a > 0 so small that /? > CI II211 oo. 
is positive in T. 
Now we consider the transformed minimization problem TMPL(x). 
Minimize p( g, z) := z 
subject o 
Then (g, z) is a feasible point of MPL(x) iff (g + azg, z) is a feasible 
point of TMPL(x). This implies that (g, z) is a solution of MPL(x) iff 
(g + azg, z) is a solution of TMPL(x). To prove the theorem, it suffices to 
prove that 
is a strongly unique solution of TMPL(x). 
Let (2, z) be a feasible point of TMPL(x), where g = g + azg’ with 
( y, z) E V,. Then we have 
II 2 - &Toll md II g - gall 00 + (z - 4 IM cc 
~@-%)+(z-d ll~~llal 
=: K,(z - z()). 1 
For the linear one-sided cases, i.e., y(y, s) = (1 + r])/2 (resp. y(y, s) = 
(1-r)/2),wehaveS-=SandSf=~(resp.Sf=SandS-=(2o.Then 
we have the following: 
COROLLARY 6.4. Assume there exists a positive function in V. Then 
(g,, z,,) is a strongly unique solution of MPL(x) zjjf condition (a) of Theorem 
4.1 is jii@led. i 
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